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Parallel-tempering Monte Carlo simulations of the finite temperature
behavior of „H2O…6

À

F. Wanga) and K. D. Jordan
Department of Chemistry and Center for Molecular and Materials Simulations, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260

~Received 4 April 2003; accepted 17 September 2003!

The parallel-tempering Monte Carlo method is used in combination with a Drude model to
characterize the (H2O)6

2 cluster over the 50–190 K temperature range. Chainlike structures are
found to account for about 50% of the population at 190 K, whereas they are unimportant at the
temperatures below about 130 K. At the lowest temperature considered, prismlike structures are
dominant. Two new low-energy forms of (H2O)6

2 are identified. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1624597#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrons in bulk water are of fundamental importance
radiation chemistry, electrochemistry, and biochemistry1–5

The hydrated electron has been known since the e
1960s.6 Anionic water clusters were first observed ma
spectroscopically by Haberland and co-workers in 1987

The (H2O)n
2 mass spectrum is dominated by peaks an

52, 6, 7, and>11.7–9 The origin of this intensity pattern is
still under debate. Recent advances in vibrational predis
ciation spectroscopy using Ar solvation techniques have
lowed the vibrational spectra of then55 – 9 anionic water
clusters to be determined in the OH stretch region.10,11 The
vibrational spectra of the (H2O)n

2 clusters in this size rang
are similar in appearance, suggesting a common struc
motif. Ayotte et al.11 have proposed that chainlike structur
are responsible for the observed spectra, but alterna
structures have been proposed.12–14

Although water clusters do not have low-lying unfille
valence orbitals, an excess electron can bind when the w
monomers are arranged so that a sufficiently attractive e
trostatic potential results. In those cases that the mono
dipoles are arranged so that the net dipole is in exces
about 2.5 D, an excess electron can bind to give a so-ca
dipole-bound anion.15–20It was long believed that theoretica
methods allowing for the electrostatic interactions, and, p
haps also, polarization of the water molecules by the exc
electron, were adequate for describing (H2O)n

2

species.16,17,21–25 This led researchers to believe that t
Hartree–Fock method should provide a good description
the wave functions and of the electron binding energies
these species. This expectation has also served as the ba
several one-electron model approaches that have been d
oped for describing an excess electron interacting w
water.21,22,24–26These model potentials have been used
Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations~MD! of
excess electrons interacting with bulk water, water films, a
water clusters.27–32

a!Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of Utah, Salt L
City, Utah 84112.
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Over the past few years it has been realized that dis
sion interactions between an excess electron and the p
molecules in a cluster play a major role in the electr
binding.33–40 Such interactions are obviously absent in t
Hartree–Fock method and in traditional one-electron mod
Indeed, it has been found that, within anab initio framework,
coupled-cluster CCSD~T! ~Ref. 41! or CCSDT calculations
using large, flexible basis sets are required to adequately
scribe the effects of dispersion in these systems.33–39Ab ini-
tio calculations at this level are computationally prohibiti
for water clusters containing more than six molecules. A
result, Monte Carlo or MD simulations on (H2O)n

2 clusters
based on accurateab initio energetics~and also forces, in the
case of MD simulations! are out of the question.

Recently, we introduced a new one-electron model
describing an excess electron interacting with po
molecules.20,42,43This model, which employs quantum Drud
oscillators to describe dispersion interactions, gives elec
binding energies comparable to those fromab initio
CCSD~T! calculations, while requiring orders of magnitud
less CPU time. In the present work, the Drude model is u
to carry out parallel-tempering Monte Carlo simulations44 on
(H2O)6

2 . Several modifications to the original Drude mod
for (H2O)n

2 clusters which lead to a significant speedup
the calculations are described.

II. DRUDE MODEL

A. Drude model for electron–molecule interactions

The Drude model was originally introduced to descri
the dispersion interactions between atoms or molecules.45 In
this model, two charges,1q, and2q, coupled harmonically
through a force constantk, are placed on each atom or mo
ecule.q andk are generally chosen so thatq2/k, the polar-
izability ~a! of the Drude oscillator, corresponds to the e
perimental polarizability of the atom or molecule of intere
In a quantum mechanical treatment, a London-type exp
sion is obtained for the dispersion interaction between
oscillators.

In extending this approach to electron–polar molec
e

5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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interactions, we introduced a coupling term of the form

VeD5
qr "R

r 3 f ~r ! ~1!

between the excess electron and a Drude oscillator.42,43 Here
R is the vector giving the position of the1q charge of the
Drude oscillator relative to the2q charge, which is held
fixed, r is the position vector of the electron relative to t
center of the Drude oscillator, andf (r ) is a damping func-
tion, chosen to be@12exp(2br2)#, and used to cut off the
unphysical short-range interactions.46 @Atomic units are em-
ployed in Eq. ~1! and in subsequent equations.# VeD was
combined with a model Hamiltonian,Hel, allowing for the
interaction of the excess electron with a point-charge rep
sentation of the permanent charge distribution of the po
molecules and using pseudopotentials to represent the s
range repulsive interactions between the excess electron
the electron distributions of the monomers. The full syst
was described by the Hamiltonian

H5Hel1Hosc1VeD1VDD, ~2!

whereHosc, VeD, andVDD were summed over all the Drud
oscillators in the system, andVDD allowed for interactions
between the Drude oscillators.

In solving the resulting one-electron Schro¨dinger
equation, a product basis of the formuf i(r )x j

(1)(R1)
3xk

(2)(R2)¯&, wheref i is a Gaussian-type electron orbit
and x j

(m)(Rm) is the j th eigenfunction associated with th
mth Drude oscillator, was used. Details on the oscillator a
electron basis sets are given below. The electron bind
energy was obtained by use of a configuration interac
singles-plus-doubles~CISD! calculation, where the doubl
excitations allowed for simultaneous excitations of the
cess electron and one of the oscillators.

B. Drude model for water

In applying the Drude model to water, the polarizab
Dang–Chang~DC! water model,47 which has been found to
provide a good description of neutral water clusters,47–49was
employed to represent water–water interactions.20,43The DC
model employs a positive charge~0.519! on each H atom and
a negative charge (21.038) on the rotational axis, but dis
placed off the O atom toward the H atoms by 0.215 Å. T
DC model also associates a Lennard-Jones site with th
atom of each monomer and an isotropic polarizable site
the same location as the negative charge. The DC m
gives a binding energy of24.69 kcal/mol,47 somewhat
smaller than the current best estimates of24.8 to
25.1 kcal/mol, of the binding energy of the wat
dimer.50–54

In our modification of the DC model for treating exce
electron–water interactions, the polarizable site was repla
with a Drude oscillator with the same polarizability. The p
larization and dispersion interactions between the exc
electron and the oscillators were treated quantum mech
cally. Intermolecular induction between the water molecu
was also treated quantum mechanically and incorporate
iteratively updating the ground state wave function of t
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Drude oscillators~as described byHosc1VDD) until conver-
gence was reached. This procedure gave net~permanent plus
induced! dipoles on each water molecule in the cluster nea
identical to those calculated by solving the classical polari
tion problem for the original DC model.

The electronic Hamiltonian including the contribution
from the induced dipoles has the form

Hcm
el 52 1

2 ¹22(
j

Qj

r j
1Vrep1(

i
^0i uVeDu0i&, ~3!

where the first sum is over the charge sites of the monom
and the second, which describes the coupling of the exc
electron to the induced dipoles, is over the Drude oscillato
The subscript ‘‘cm’’ refers to the choice of atomic charg
used in the model.Hcm

el was combined withVeD to give the
Drude model for the excess electron. Even though the fi
Drude model for water employed the DC charges, for
purpose of comparing withab initio Koopmans’ theorem
~KT! ~Ref. 55! calculations and for determining the repulsiv
potential, it was also useful to consider a model employ
charges derived from Hartree–Fock calculations on the w
monomer. Vrep was derived following the procedure o
Schnitker and Rossky.22 With this choice ofVrep, the excess
electron is too weakly bound. To remedy this, the repuls
core was scaled so that for the water dimer the electron b
ing energy obtained from Eq.~3! with the Hartree–Fock
charge model reproduces theab initio KT result.

C. Modified Drude model for water

With the original Drude model for electron–water sy
tems, the most CPU-demanding step is the formation of
CISD matrix and the determination of its lowest eigenvalu
The size of the CISD matrix is of the orderNosc•no•ne ,
whereNosc is the number of oscillators,no is the number of
basis functions associated with each oscillator, andne is the
number of electronic basis functions. Our earlier work e
ployed ten harmonic oscillator basis functions of the fo
xiyjzke2b(x21y21z2), where 0< i 1 j 1k<2, for each Drude
oscillator. Since the electron is weakly bound in a spatia
extended orbital, a flexible electronic basis set is requir
Based on the strategy for choosing the electronic basis
used in our earlier study of (H2O)2

2 , (H2O)3
2 , and (H2O)4

2 ,
it is anticipated that 80–90 Gaussian basis functions wo
be required to treat the binding of an excess electron t
cluster the size of (H2O)6 . With these basis sets, the dime
sion of the CI matrix for (H2O)6

2 is on the order of 5000.
Monte Carlo simulations requiring construction of a mat
of this size and extraction of its lowest eigenvalue at ea
step would be computationally prohibitive, particularly if th
simulations were to be run long enough to ensure conv
gence.

Significant reduction in CPU time would result were
possible to employ only four, i.e.,s, px , py , pz-like basis
functions per oscillator. However, test calculations rev
that large errors result in the calculated dispersion ener
when this smaller basis set is used for the oscillators. Thi
on account of the dual role of the oscillators in describi
intramolecular induction and electron–molecule dispersi
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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In essence, the induction interactions cause a mixing
tween thes andp oscillator functions, which, in turn, make
excitations intod-like oscillator functions important for de
scribing electron–water dispersion interactions. This anal
suggests that the errors due to the use of the four-func
oscillator basis set would be significantly reduced were
intramolecular induction described classically and the qu
tum Drude oscillators used to describe the electro
oscillator interactions only. In this approach, the electro
Hamiltonian becomes

Hcm
el852 1

2 ¹22(
j

Qj

r j
1(

i

m i•r i

r i
3 1Vrep, ~4!

where m j is the induced dipole moment on thej th water
molecule calculated by solving the classical self-consis
polarization equations, andVeD describes only the polariza
tion and dispersion interactions between the excess elec
and the Drude oscillators.

Test calculations on various (H2O)6
2 isomers reveal tha

the modified Drude model with the smaller oscillator ba
set gives nearly the same electron binding energies as
original approach@Eq. ~3!# in which both intramolecular in-
duction and electron–molecule polarization and dispers
were treated quantum mechanically using Drude oscilla
and ten basis functions were employed per oscillator. T
adoption of the modified Hamiltonian and the smaller fo
function oscillator basis set resulted in over an order of m
nitude reduction in the CPU time. Further performance i
provement resulted from implementing a semidirect
method to obtain the lowest eigenvalue of the CI matr
With these changes, the time to form the CISD matrix and
determine its lowest eigenvalue for a cluster of the s
(H2O)6

2 is reduced to about 1 s on a 2 GHz Pentium 4
computer. However, the total CPU time for the calculatio
including evaluation of the integrals over the repulsive cor
is about 10 s.

As will be discussed below, a multicenter expansion
Gaussians was used as the basis set for the excess ele
To facilitate integral evaluation, the repulsive core was a
represented in terms of Gaussian functions. The CPU tim
cited above were obtained using on each water monome
59-Gaussian function representation of the repulsive core
veloped in Ref. 42. With this choice, a large number of thr
center integrals involving the repulsive core and the el
tronic basis functions result, making this the most tim
consuming part of the calculation after the changes descr
above have been implemented to speed up the formatio
the CI matrix and the determination of the lowest eigenval
To address this problem, a new repulsive core with o
threes Gaussians on each H atom and no functions on th
atom was developed. The new repulsive core was scale
that the electron-binding energy for (H2O)2

2 obtained using
Eq. ~4! with Hartree–Fock charges reproduced the elect
binding energy from theab initio KT-level calculations. For
the larger (H2O)n

2 clusters, the electron binding energies o
tained using the new repulsive core are nearly identica
those obtained using the 59-function representation of
repulsive core. All results discussed below were obtain
using the new repulsive core. With the modified Dru
Downloaded 24 Dec 2003 to 140.115.30.58. Redistribution subject to A
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model and the simplified repulsive core, the total CPU tim
for an energy evaluation for (H2O)6

2 is about 2 s on a 2 GHz
Pentium 4 PC.

D. Basis set and parameters

In describing the binding of excess electrons to wa
clusters, large, flexible electronic basis sets must be
ployed. When using localized basis functions, as in t
work, there is the problem of where these functions sho
be centered. This is particularly problematical for Mon
Carlo ~or molecular dynamics! simulations exploring a wide
range of geometrical configurations. For example, in ouT
5190 K Monte Carlo simulations of (H2O)6

2 , the dipole
moment of the neutral cluster varies from almost zero
about 10 Debye, and, thus, the basis set must be flex
enough to allow for a wide range of spatial distributions
the excess electron. At the same time, the number of b
functions has to be kept as small as possible to minim
computational cost. One approach would be to locate a la
set ofs andp Gaussian functions on each monomer. Such
approach would be both very demanding computationa
and prone to linear dependency. The alternative of puttin
large set of Gaussian functions on a single center would
quire inclusion of very high angular momentum functions
converge the electron binding energy for an arbitrary geo
etry and thus would also be computationally demanding
compromise, which works well for many systems, is to co
bine a large single-center expansion of diffuses andp func-
tions, perhaps floating, with smaller sets ofs andp functions
associated with each monomer.

In our initial application of the Drude model to wate
clusters, the large single-center expansion ofs and p func-
tions was augmented with a 2s2p set of Gaussian function
on each H atom. In the present study, this 2s2p basis set was
replaced by a 2s1p basis set, reducing the overall CPU tim
for a Drude model calculation on (H2O)6

2 by about a factor
of 2. The exponents of the twos Gaussian functions, 0.1027
and 0.02526, were taken from our earlier work, as was
exponent of thep function ~0.141!. In the latter case, the
tighter p function was retained. In order to compensate
the small (;5%) decrease in electron binding energies d
to the removal of the secondp function on each H atom, the
repulsive scaling factor and the damping parameterb were
adjusted slightly so that the electron binding energies
(H2O)2

2 calculated using the Drude model, with and witho
inclusion of dispersion interactions, reproduced the cor
sponding values obtained with the original Drude model
ing the larger 2s2p basis set on each H atom.~The same
large single-center electron basis set was used in both ca!

For the Monte Carlo simulations described below, t
single-center set of diffuse functions was chosen to consis
an even-tempered sequence of fives functions, with expo-
nents ranging from 7.531022 to 1.231024, together with
an even-tempered sequence of fourp functions with expo-
nents ranging from 6.031022 to 4.831024, both located at
the center of mass of the cluster.

Table I compares the electron binding energies for fi
isomers of (H2O)6

2 calculated using the modified Drud
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Electron binding energies~in meV! and total energies~in kcal/mol! relative to
dbs4dbs2 isomer calculated for selected (H2O)6

2 isomers.a,b
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The ab initio electron binding energies are from Ref. 58. The results including electron
correlation were obtained at the CCSD~T! level of theory.

bDrude model calculations used geometries from Ref. 58 adjusted so that the monomers
were restored to the geometries of an isolated, undistorted monomer. The two sets of
Drude model results differ in terms of the size and location of the large single-center
expansion of diffuses and p functions. The Drude-big calculations use a large 8s7p
single-center expansion, the center of which was optimized. The Drude-sm calculations
used the smaller 5s4p single-center expansion described in the text and located at the
center of mass.
model in conjunction with either the 5s4p single-center ex-
pansion described above or with a larger 8s7p single-center
expansion, the location of which was variationally op
mized. ~In both cases, the electronic basis set also inclu
two s functions and onep function on each H-atom as de
scribed above.! Excellent agreement is found between t
electron binding energies calculated using the Drude mo
with the 8s7p basis set and those obtained fromab initio
calculations. The Drude model calculations reveal that
dispersion and higher-order contributions to the elect
binding energies are exceedingly important, ranging fr
164 to 391 meV, depending on the isomer. It is also fou
that the Drude model employing the smaller single-cen
expansion, located at the center of mass of the cluster,
derestimates the electron binding energies. However, w
the exception of the chain isomer, the errors in the elect
binding energies due to the restrictions on the electronic
sis set are small (,10%). For the chain isomer, the error
19% ~70 meV!, reflecting the inadequacy of the relative
small (5s4p) single-center basis set, when located so
('7 Å) from the terminal acceptor water monomer. Non
 to 140.115.30.58. Redistribution subject to A
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theless, the smaller 5s4p single-center expansion should su
fice for the purpose of the Monte Carlo simulations, whi
are intended to provide semiquantitative information on
relative populations of different isomers as a function of te
perature.

From Table I it is also seen that overall the Drude mo
does a fairly good job at reproducing the relative energies
the different isomers of the anionic isomer as obtained fr
the CCSD~T! calculations. However, the Drude model pr
dicts the dbs3dbs3 isomer to be 2.0 kcal/mol less stable
dbs4dbs2 isomer in contrast to the 0.4 kcal/mol energy
ference from theab initio CCSD~T! calculations. Similarly,
the Drude model predicts the se3se3 isomer to be abou
kcal/mol more stable than do the CCSD~T! calculations,
which is not of major concern since this is a relatively u
stable isomer. These discrepancies arise from the inade
cies of the underlying DC water molecule for describing t
neutral clusters in these geometrical arrangements rather
from an inadequacy of the Drude model for describing
interaction of the excess electron with the water cluster.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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III. PARALLEL-TEMPERING SIMULATIONS

The Monte Carlo simulations were carried out using
parallel-tempering algorithm44 to avoid quasiergodic behav
ior caused by large energy barriers. With this algorith
simulations for a series of replicas~each at a different tem
perature! are carried out in parallel, with most attempte
moves being confined to individual replicas and carried
using the Metropolis algorithm. The remaining attempt
moves involve exchanges of configurations from replicas
adjacent temperatures. The acceptance criterion used
these moves assures that detailed balance is obeyed.44

The parallel-tempering simulations of (H2O)6 and
(H2O)6

2 were initially carried out at eight temperatures b
tween 50–190 K, chosen in a geometric ratio.56 The highest
temperature was chosen so that potential energy barrier
readily overcome. These initial simulations revealed that
the anion the populations are very different at the two high
temperatures, 157 and 190 K. As a result, an additional
lica with a temperature of 170 K was added. All simulatio
described below were carried out using this set of nine r
licas. Exchanges between adjacent replicas were attem
every 60 trial moves, and acceptance ratios of 30%–5
were achieved for exchanges of configurations.

The water monomers were kept rigid at the DC geo
etry. Each individual Metropolis trial move involved either
translation or a rotation of one or more water molecul
Both the number of water monomers and the specific w
monomers in the moving unit were chosen at random. T
maximum translational and rotational steps were chosen
that an acceptance ratio around 0.5 for the Metropolis a
rithm was achieved. The simulations were done in blocks
500 000 steps. After each simulation block, the saved c
figurations were scanned for evaporative events. The o
evaporative event detected, was that for theT5190 K replica
in the simulation on the neutral cluster. In that case, the bl
of 500 000 configurations experiencing the evaporative ev
was excluded from the averaging, and the simulation w
restarted using a different random number sequence.

In simulating the anionic water clusters, there is the p
sibility of sampling configurations for which the ‘‘anion’’ lies
energetically above the neutral cluster~at the same geom
etry!. Such configurations would be subject to electron au
ionization, giving the neutral cluster plus a free electron.
our simulations the electron cannot escape to an infinite
tance from the cluster due to the constraints of the basis
This, of course, could make recapture processes more pr
lent than in the experiments.

The initial geometries for the simulations were chosen
random. The simulations were pre-equilibrated for 1 500 0
steps, after which the average potential energy and hea
pacity at each temperature were no longer rapidly chang
The production runs were carried out for 1 000 000 step
each temperature, with configurations being saved for su
quent analysis every 500 steps.

In the simulations of the anion, the electron binding e
ergy was recalculated only if change of the dipole momen
the associated neutral cluster for an individual move or fo
sequence of consecutive moves exceeded 2% in magni
Downloaded 24 Dec 2003 to 140.115.30.58. Redistribution subject to A
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For dipole moment changes smaller than this, the total
ergy of the anionic cluster was estimated by adding to
energy of the neutral cluster at the present geometry the e
tron binding energy from the previous step.~In the event that
the step in question involved an exchange move, then
electron binding energy used was that for the previous c
figuration from the replica with which the exchange w
made.! This strategy was motivated by the observation, th
in general, for moves for which the dipole moment is n
appreciably altered, the changes in the total energy tend t
dominated by the energy changes associated with the ne
cluster. In order to deal with the possibility that two com
pletely different structures with similar dipole moments a
connected by a sequence of intermediate configurations
similar dipole moments, the electron binding energies w
always recalculated after ten consecutive trial moves eve
the dipole moment did not change by more than 2%. T
strategy led to a factor of 2 savings in CPU time for t
high-temperature simulations and a factor of 5 savings
the low-temperature simulations of the anionic clusters. T
was taken into account in distributing the various replic
over CPUs so as to minimize idle cycles. For the saved
ometries, the electron binding energies were recalculated
compared with those estimated using the procedure
scribed above. These calculations show that the errors in
electron binding energies and in total energies due to reus
the electron binding energies from previous steps never
ceeded 5% and 2%, respectively.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Of particular interest are the populations of vario
forms of (H2O)6 and (H2O)6

2 as a function of temperature
We first attempted to characterize the populations by de
mining the inherent structures,57 obtained by optimizing the
sampled configurations to the ‘‘closest’’ local minima. Th
was accomplished by means of line searches in conju
directions. However, this approach was found to underco
the chainlike structures for the anionic clusters since m
such structures collapsed to nonchain structures during
minimization procedure. To address this problem, we u
instead an order parameter based on a linear combinatio
the three principle moments of inertia to aid in distinguishi
structures. The moment of inertia tensor was calculated u
as coordinates the centers of mass of monomers. The o
was taken to be the center of the mass of the entire clu
and the principle axes were chosen so that the off-diago
elements of the inertia tensor were zero. The quantityJz

5A 1
2(A1B2C), whereA, B, andC are the three principa

moments as usually defined (A>B>C), was calculated. The
motivation for this combination was thatJz can readily dis-
tinguish prism and cage structures and also separates
chain from nonchain structures. In calculating theJz values,
the total mass of the water cluster was taken to be one,
the coordinates were in atomic units. Histograms giving
populations as a function ofJz are plotted and analyzed.

Table II reports ranges ofJz values for several isomer
for (H2O)6 and (H2O)6

2 that acquire significant populatio
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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in one or more replicas. Selected configurations from thT
5157 and 190 K replicas from the parallel-tempering sim
lations on the anion are depicted in Fig. 1, which also rep
the dipole moments,Jz values, and energies. The vario
clusters shown in the figure are classified as ‘‘cag
‘‘prism,’’ ‘‘open-book,’’ ‘‘cage1tail, ’’ ‘‘ring 1tail, ’’
‘‘fused-ring1tail, ’’ ‘‘chain,’’ ‘‘dbs4dbs2,’’ and ‘‘dbs48dbs2.’’
The dbs4dbs2 and dbs48dbs2 nomenclature, adopted fro
Ref. 58, implies that these anions are dipole-bound and
the clusters can be viewed as being comprised of a cy
tetramer, bridged by a water dimer. It should be noted t
the structures shown in Fig. 1 have not been optimized
their local minima and that the most stable cage, prism,
open-book structures have different arrangements of
H-bonds in the anionic than in the neutral clusters.

TABLE II. Jz values for selected isomers of (H2O)6
2 .

Isomera Jz values

prismb 6.0<Jz<7.5
cage 7.5<Jz<8.5
open-book 8.5<Jz<11.5
cage1tail 9.5<Jz<11.5
ring 9.0<Jz<10.0
ring plus tail~s! 11.0<Jz<16.0
chain Jz>16

aThe various structures are defined in Fig. 1.
bdbs4dbs2 and dbs48dbs2 also haveJz values in this range.
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Figure 2~a! reports for the neutral cluster theJz histo-
grams for a subset of the nine replicas. The areas unde
curves were integrated with respect toJz and the resulting
cumulative populations are plotted in Fig. 2~b!. In the lowest
temperature (T550.0 and 60.5 K! replicas, most of the
population is associated with pronounced peaks nearJz

56.5 and 8.25 which corresponding to prismlike and ca
like structures, respectively, with the latter being more pre
lent. At somewhat higher temperatures, a small population
prismlike structures with one broken H-bond andJz;7.0
builds up. As the temperature is further increased, the po
lation shifts mainly to open-book and ring structures (Jz

59 – 11). These results are consistent with previous Mo
Carlo simulations of (H2O)6 .48 Chainlike structures are no
detected for the neutral cluster at temperatures as hig
190 K.

Figure 3~a! reports theJz histograms for a subset of th
nine replicas from the parallel tempering simulations
(H2O)6

2 . The cumulative populations are shown in Fig. 3~b!.
The Jz distributions for the anion are significantly differen
from those of the neutral cluster, consistent with the la
influence of the excess electron on the morphology of
clusters. At the lowest temperature~50 K! considered, most
(;95%) of the population is associated with structures w
Jz values close to 6.5, with nearly all of the remaining pop
lation being associated with a small peak centered neaJz

58.2. Due to different isomers possessing similarJz values,
it has proven to be necessary to graphically examine
se
en-
FIG. 1. Representative configurations of (H2O)6
2

sampled in the 157 and 190 K replicas. Note that the
configurations have not been quenched to local pot
tial energy minima.
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configurations saved at each temperature in order to esta
definitively which isomers are contributing to the vario
peaks. On this basis, it was determined that the peak
Jz56.5 is almost entirely due to prismlike structures and t
near Jz58.2 to cagelike structures. As the temperature
increased above 50 K, the prism and cage isomers fall o
importance, and a peak grows in aroundJz57, which corre-
sponds to structures derived from the prism by breaking
or two H-bonds. Inspection of the configurations sampled
T5157, 170, and 190 K reveals that open-book@Fig. 1~c!#,
cage-plus-tail@Fig. 1~d!#, ring-plus-tail@Figs. 1~e!, 1~f!#, and
chainlike structures@Fig. 1~g!# are abundant. AtT5157 K
the chainlike structures account for only about 5% of
structures, while atT5190 K they account for about 50% o
the observed configurations. Due to the limitations of
electronic basis set used for the simulations, the stability
the chainlike isomer at its optimized geometry is undere
mated by 0.64 kcal/mol. Thus it is expected that chainl
structures would be somewhat more important at lower te

FIG. 2. ~a! Distribution of (H2O)6 configurations as a function ofJz . ~b!
Integration of~a! normalized to 1.0.
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peratures were a more flexible basis set adopted.
These results show that for (H2O)6

2 there is an evolution
from ‘‘compact’’ structures to more ‘‘open’’ structures wit
increasing temperature. The evolution corresponds to
breaking of hydrogen bonds, with the maximum number~9!
of hydrogen bonds being for the prismlike structures t
dominate atT'50 K, and the smallest number~5! being for
the chainlike structures that dominate at high temperatu
~However, as will be seen below, the dbs4dbs2 a
dbs48dbs2 species with eight H-bonds are slightly mo
stable than the prism isomer.!

Both the tweezers structure13,59 and the dbs48dbs2
structure14 depicted in Figs. 1 and 4 have been proposed
the dominant species observed experimentally. A comm
feature of these two structures is the presence of a fo
membered-ring@with a H-bonding arrangement similar t
that of the most stable form of (H2O)4] at the ‘‘bottom’’ of
the cluster and two water molecules on the ‘‘top’’ of th
cluster. In the tweezers structure, the two ‘‘on-top’’ mo

FIG. 3. ~a! Distribution of (H2O)6
2 configurations as a function ofJz . ~b!

Integration of~a! normalized to 1.0.
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FIG. 4. Selected local potential energy minima
(H2O)6

2 as described by the Drude model. The geo
etries were optimized using the smaller basis set for
excess electron, followed by single-point calculatio
of the total energies using the larger basis set.
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ecules are not bonded to one another and have their dip
oriented so that the excess electron can be partially local
between them. In the dbs48dbs2 structure the two ‘‘on-top’
monomers are bonded together. The dbs4dbs2 isomer, w
is depicted in Fig. 1 and which has been considered by
towski, differs from dbs48dbs2 only in the orientation of the
single-donor OH groups of the four-membered ring.

Figure 4 reports the relative energies of the dbs4db
dbs48dbs2 and tweezers structures as well as of the m
stable cage~4b! and prism~4a! structures of (H2O)6

2 opti-
mized using the Drude model. The most stable isomer
(H2O)6

2 is predicted to be the dbs48dbs2 isomer, followed
by the dbs4dbs2, cage, prism, and tweezers isomers, l
0.20, 0.34, 0.45, and 3.67 kcal/mol higher in energy, resp
tively. The prediction that the global minimum structure
dbs48dbs2 is in agreement with recent CCSD~T! calculations
of Kim et al.14 The most stable cage and prism structu
found in this study have different arrangements of
H-bonds and are more stable than the lowest-energy c
and prism isomers reported by Kimet al.

Visual inspection of the configurations sampled in t
parallel-tempering simulations reveals that the dbs48dbs2,
dbs4dbs2, and tweezers species do not acquire sizable p
lation at any of the temperatures considered. At the low
temperature~50 K! employed in the parallel-tempering simu
lations, the dbs4dbs2 and dbs48dbs2, species together a
count for less than 0.6% of the total population and no tw
zers structures are observed over the 50–190 K tempera
range. However, the importance of the dbs4dbs2
dbs48dbs2 species would increase as the temperature is
creased from 50 K.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our parallel-tempering Monte Carlo simulations of t
(H2O)6

2 cluster indicate that the chainlike structures, pre
Downloaded 24 Dec 2003 to 140.115.30.58. Redistribution subject to A
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ously proposed by Ayotteet al.as a being responsible for th
observed vibrational spectra of (H2O)6

2 , account for about
50% of the configurations sampled atT5190 K, but drop off
rapidly in importance with decreasing temperature, e.g.,
counting for only 5% of the population atT5157 K, and
having negligible population at temperatures below 130
The simulations of the neutral cluster do not reveal a
chainlike structures even at temperatures as high as 19
The (H2O)6

2 clusters that were characterized by means
vibrational spectroscopy are believe to have been formed
electron capture by neutral (H2O)6Arn clusters, which would
necessarily have had temperatures well below 50 K. Inde
many of the observed (H2O)6

2 clusters had one or more A
atoms attached. Of course, there is the possibility that c
ing of the neutral clusters is so rapid~via collisions and Ar-
atom evaporation!, that higher-energy structures are froz
in. However, even in that event, it seems unlikely that th
would be a significant population of chainlike (H2O)6 spe-
cies under experimental conditions. Thus, if the chainl
isomer is responsible for the observed vibrational spectr
of (H2O)6

2 , there remains the puzzle of how it is formed
experiments in which electron attachment occurs to exis
water clusters. The present simulations also show that w
equilibrium actually achieved for the anionic clusters, th
configurations with prismlike structures should dominate
cluster temperatures near 50 K and that the dbs48dbs2 and
dbs4dbs2 structures should dominate at appreciably lo
temperatures.

Our Drude model calculations predict the prism@Fig.
4~a!#, cage@Fig. 4~b!#, dbs48dbs2@Fig. 4~d!# and dbs4dbs2
@Fig. 4~c!# isomers of (H2O)2

2 to be particularly stable. The
corresponding calculated vertical electron detachment e
gies are 368, 426, 619, and 614 meV as compared to the
meV experimental value.10 For the dbs48dbs2 and dbs4dbs2
species,14,58 for which the results of high-levelab initio elec-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tronic structure calculations are available, the Drude mo
calculations ~using structures optimized using the Dru
model! give VDE’s about 35% larger than the high-levelab
initio values~at ab initio optimized geometries!. Since, the
results reported in Table I show that the Drude model a
coupled-cluster-levelab initio calculations give similar val-
ues for the VDE’s providing the same geometries are e
ployed, it appears that geometry differences are prima
responsible for the differences between the VDE’s obtai
using the Drude model~with geometries optimized with tha
method! and usingab initio calculations~and withab initio
optimized geometries!. It is not clear whether the Drude
model or theab initio calculations provide more accura
characterization of the geometries of the anions. The m
limitation of the ab initio calculations, is the use of MP2
optimized structures. Since high-order correlation effects
nificantly enhance electron binding, we anticipate that th
could be important for establishing the geometrical structu
as well. On the other hand, the DC model used to desc
the water–water interactions in the Drude model calculati
may not be adequate for characterizing the geometrie
species such as dbs48dbs2. Given these uncertainties and t
sensitivity of the VDE’s to the geometries, we conclude th
both the low-energy prism and cage forms of (H2O)6

2 iden-
tified in this study have calculated electron binding energ
sufficiently close to the 480 meV experimental value, th
they could also be viable candidates for the species res
sible for the observed vibrational spectrum of (H2O)6

2 .
However, the calculated vibrational spectra60 for these spe-
cies differ appreciably from the measured spectrum. Ad
tional experimental and theoretical work will be required
establish unambiguously the identity of the isomers resp
sible for the observed vibrational spectrum of (H2O)6

2 .
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